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Saint-Simon et le système industriel
Emmanuel de Witt 1902

Law, Labour and the Humanities
Tiziano Toracca 2019-10-28

The ontology of work and the economics of value underpin the legal institution, with the existence of modern law predicated upon the subject as labourer. In contemporary Europe, labour is more than a mere economic relationship. Indeed, labour occupies a central position in human existence: since the industrial revolution, it has
been the principal criterion of reciprocal recognition and of universal mobilization. This multi-disciplinary volume analyses labour and its depictions in their interaction with the latest legal, socio-economic, political and artistic tendencies. Addressing such issues as deregulation, flexibility, de-industrialization, the pervasive enlargement of markets, digitization and virtual relationships, social polarisation and migratory fluxes, this volume engages with the existential role played by labour in our lives at the conjunction of law and the humanities. This book will be of interest to law students, legal philosophers, theoretical philosophers, political philosophers, social and political theorists, labour studies scholars, and literature and film scholars.

*History of Capitalism, 1500-1980* Michel Beaud 1984-01-01

*Syllabi for the Academic Years* ... American Society for the Extension of University Teaching 1815


The books reprinted in this set greatly influenced the way the development of economics was perceived and how the history of economics was viewed. Many of the titles represent the first attempts to chart the history of economics both from European and American perspectives. Titles cover the USA, UK, Germany and France, and include: *History of Political Economy from Antiquity to our days [1880]-"Jerome Adolphe Blanqui"* *View of the Progress of Political Economy in Europe [1847]--"Travers Twiss"* *A Short History of Political Economy in England [1891]-"L.L. Price"* *The History of Economics [1896/1911]-"Henry Dunning MacLeod"* *History of Economic Thought [1911/1930]-"Lewis H.

**Subject Index of the Modern Works Added to the British Museum Library 1906**

**The Normative Structure of Sociology (RLE Social Theory)** Hermann Strasser

2014-08-13 In this provocative analysis of the central issues and developments in modern social theory, Dr Strasser contends that enquiry into the function, tasks and mission of sociology as a discipline can be understood only in relation to the subject's historical development. He believes that a discussion of the origin and intention of sociology, particularly in relation to the established social order, enables us to grasp fully the nature of sociological theory, both past and present. He maintains that a sociologist's own position in society, and consequently his views on its development and his way of expressing those views, will affect the theoretical position he takes up.

**Catalogue of the Library of the Peabody Institute of the City of Baltimore ... George Peabody Library 1892**

**Socialism and Saint-Simon (Routledge Revivals)** Emile Durkheim 2009-12-15 Durkheim’s study of socialism, first published in English in 1959, is a document of exceptional intellectual interest and a genuine milestone in the history of sociological theory. It presents us with the sociological theories of a truly first-rate thinker and
his extensive commentary upon another key figure in the history of sociological thought, Henri Saint-Simon. The core of this volume contains Durkheim’s presentation of Saint-Simon’s ideas, their sources and their development.

**Auguste Comte: Volume 1**
Mary Pickering 1993-11-26
The first volume of a two-volume intellectual biography of Auguste Comte, the founder of modern sociology and positivism.

**Henryk Grossman Works, Volume 1**
Henryk Grossman 2018-11-22
Catalogue of the Library of the Peabody Institute of the City of Baltimore
... Johns Hopkins University. Peabody Institute Library 1892

**Economic Thought and Institutional Change in France and Italy, 1789–1914**
Riccardo Soliani 2016-11-15
This book explores the relationship between economic thought, proposals for reform of political institutions, and civil society in the period between the rise to power of Napoleon and the eve of the First World War in Italy and France – two countries with a similar cultural and political tradition and with personal mobility of the intellectual class. The first section of the book is devoted to the struggle for identity, justice, and liberty, including its economic dimensions. The relation between political and economic freedom and its effect on equity is then addressed in detail, and the third, concluding section focuses on the intellectual and political conflict between the social visions of liberalism and socialism in some of their various forms, again with consideration of the economic implications. The comparative nature of the analysis, combined with its interdisciplinary approach to the history of economic and political thought and social history, will enable the reader to
understand more clearly the historical evolution of each country and the relevant contemporary political and economic issues. 

**Catalogue of the Library of the Board of Trade**
Great Britain. Board of Trade. Library 1866

**The Revolutionary Idea in France, 1789-1871**
Godfrey Elton Baron Elton 1923

**Meyers Grosses Konversations-Lexikon**
Hermann Julius Meyer 1907

Henri comte de Saint-Simon 1831

**A History of Capitalism, 1500-1980**
Michel Beaud 2001-06

The conquest of the Americas inaugurated the slow accumulation of resources and the imperceptible structural transformations that culminated in the Industrial Revolution. From that moment on, capitalism grew and expanded with a dynamism and adaptability that are now all too familiar, profiting from wars and even managing to rebound after a series of devastating economic crises. In this highly-anticipated revised edition of the 1981 classic, Beaud extends one of the major strengths of the original: the interweaving of social, political, and economic factors in the context of history. At the same time, Beaud's analysis provides a realistic and thorough examination of the developments of capitalism in the last twenty years, including globalization, the accelerating speed of capital transfer, and the collapse of the Soviet empire and the subsequent absorption of its population into the world market. This new edition also offers a completely revised format that integrates diagrams and flow-charts not previously available in the English-language edition. 

**Dreams of Happiness**
Neil
Responding to the decline of the monarchy and the church in post-revolutionary France, theorists representing a wide spectrum of leftist ideologies proposed comprehensive blueprints for society that assigned a crucial role to aesthetics. In this full-length investigation of social romanticism, Neil McWilliam explores the profound impact of radical philosophies on contemporary aesthetics and art criticism, and traces efforts to conscript the arts for doctrinal ends. He highlights the complexity and diversity of systems such as Saint-Simonianism, Fourierism, Republicanism, and Christian Socialism—movements that set out to exploit the ameliorative effect of aesthetic form on human consciousness—and challenges the previous linking of social art to narrow didacticism. This book seeks an understanding both of the conventions of artistic judgment and reception and of the aims and significance of radical political ideologies. Drawing on a broad spectrum of previously neglected journalistic criticism, visual material, and archival sources, together with key political texts by figures such as Saint-Simon, Philippe Buchez, and Pierre Leroux, this work reveals an important facet of radical history and modifies received understandings of French art in the wake of Romanticism. In the process it probes the role of culture within oppositional political practice, arguing that the ultimate failure to realize a social art exposes the limits of the radicals' break with dominant discourse and their hesitancy in forging links with a culturally disenfranchised working class. Originally published in 1993. The Princeton Legacy Library uses the latest print-on-demand technology to again make available
Previously out-of-print books from the distinguished backlist of Princeton University Press. These editions preserve the original texts of these important books while presenting them in durable paperback and hardcover editions. The goal of the Princeton Legacy Library is to vastly increase access to the rich scholarly heritage found in the thousands of books published by Princeton University Press since its founding in 1905.

Henri Saint-Simon, (1760-1825) (RLE Social Theory) Keith Taylor

2020-07-26 Keith Taylor has undertaken a thorough study of the full range of writings by the brilliant French thinker Henri Saint-Simon (1760–1825), including his unpublished manuscripts, and the result is the first comprehensive and truly representative selection in English from the works of this founding father of social science and socialism, whose ideas exerted a formative influence on such major and diverse intellectual figures as Comte, Proudhon, Marx and Engels, Herzen, Carlyle and Durkheim. When Saint-Simon's writings first appeared, they aroused little more than amusement and curiosity. The ideas they contained – ideas concerning the application of scientific method to the study of man and society, the coming of the new 'scientific-industrial' age in which the State would assume responsibility for promoting social welfare, the prospects for international cooperation and integration in Europe, man's need for a secular religion – were widely dismissed. But the boldness and originality of Saint-Simon's work had a lasting impact on subsequent thinkers and played a major role in the development of European social thought throughout the nineteenth and into the twentieth centuries. Keith Taylor's
An introductory essay places Saint-Simon's writings in their proper historical context, offers a penetrating reassessment of their significance as a contribution to social theory, and considers the extent of their influence on modern thought. It indicates the inadequacies of many previous interpretations of Saint-Simon's thinking, and highlights, in particular, the tendency of most recent commentators to disregard some crucial features of his political philosophy. This selection is an essential insight into a modern understanding of Saint-Simon from a young English scholar. Nowhere else in English may be found so wide-ranging a selection from Saint-Simon's writings presenting such a balanced view of his thought.

Moses Dobruska and the Invention of Social Philosophy

Silvana Greco

2022-01-19

This book proposes, for the first time, an in-depth analysis of the Philosophie sociale, published in Paris in 1793 by Moses Dobruska (1753-1794). Dobruska was a businessman, scholar, and social philosopher, born into a Jewish family in Moravia, who converted to Catholicism, gained wide recognition at the Habsburg court in Vienna, and then emigrated to France to join the French Revolution. Dobruska, who took on the name Junius Frey during his Parisian sojourn, barely survived his book. Accused of conspiring on behalf of foreign powers, he was guillotined on April 5, 1794, at the height of The Terror, on the same day as Georges Jacques Danton. From Dobruska's ideas, which were widely used between the late eighteenth century and the first decades of the nineteenth century without attribution to their author, emerge some of the key concepts of the social sciences as we know them today. An enthusiastic and unfortunate revolutionary
and sometimes a brilliant theorist, Moses Dobruska deserves a role of his own in the history of sociology. Subject Index of the Modern Works Added to the Library of the British Museum in the Years ... 1906
Utopian Moments J. C. Davis 2012-04-12 This book is available as open access through the Bloomsbury Open Access programme and is available on www.bloomsburycollections.com. Is it possible to create a better world? Can this be done without the image of an ideal world to guide us? What would such a world be like? There has been a marked renewal of interest in utopian thought, as the exposed economic, social and political dysfunctions of modern society have forced us to re-examine our visions of the future. Yet the wealth of utopian literature on which we could draw remains inaccessible or poorly understood. This book readdresses this imbalance, with a collection of essays, each centred on a key passage in a canonical utopian work that challenges the commonly accepted interpretation of that work and allows us to examine it with fresh insight. At the same time, by contextualising each passage within the text as a whole, readers are enabled to reflect on the meaning and reception of the work and on its significance in the history of utopian thought. Broad in scope and original in approach, this textbook is an encouragement to students and scholars alike to read the utopian classics afresh.
Subject Index of the Modern Works Added to the British Museum Library British Museum. Dept. of Printed Books 1906
The Shaping of French National Identity Matthew D'Auria 2020-12-03 Casts new light on of the 'official
French nineteenth-century narrative by examining how historians and philosophers conceived of the country's past.

**Saint-Simon et le saint-simonisme** Paul Janet 1878

Razón y utopía en la sociedad industrial. Un estudio sobre Saint Simon Neus Campillo 1992

La obra de Saint-Simon es un análisis de la sociedad industrial -una reflexión sobre la modernidad- que constata las paradojas y límites del nuevo orden. Las diferentes posibilidades científicas e ideológicas que introduce para legitimar el poder industrial necesitan de razón y utopía como respuesta a la crisis de la nueva sociedad. Este estudio pone de manifiesto la articulación entre ciencia, ideología y utopía al exponer en ella la génesis de dos concepciones clásicas en filosofía social: el positivismo y el marxismo. Incidiendo en los problemas teóricos e ideológicos que implica, la presenta como obra paradigmática de muchas de las actuales controversias en la teoría social.

**Saint-Simon et le système industriel** 1973

Catalogue of the Library of the Boston Athenaeum Boston Athenaeum 1880

The Savant and the State Robert Fox 2012-09

This debate, Fox argues, became a contest for the hearts and minds of the French citizenry.

**Economic Development and Social Change** Yiorgos Stathakis 2006-05-11

Some of the greatest thinkers in the history of economic thought have been instrumental in advancing the study of development economics. In this volume, leading scholars are brought together to illuminate this tradition, with particular emphasis on the question of growth and development. Divided into two parts, this collection offers a blend of papers of history of economic thought and development economics,
and suggests that classical political economy - that strand of thought which goes from Physiocracy to Smith and to Ricardo and Marx - has a precise vision and indeed a precise model of long term development. This book: examines the influence that has been exerted by both pre-classical and classical thought on modern day development economics provides a synthetic analysis of the classical vision of growth and development from the mercantilist era to physiocracy examines Adam Smith’s contribution to growth theory explores Marxian thinking and ideas, and the political developments that gave rise to state functions in post-war theory. Including contributions by well known authors such as Eltis, Murphy and Kurz, this significant volume by one of the premier historians of economic thought will be a valuable resource for postgraduates and professionals in the fields of economic history and political economy.

A History of Economic Doctrines from the time of the physiocrats to the present day

Charles Gide
2019-11-27
"A History of Economic Doctrines from the time of the physiocrats to the present day" by Charles Gide, Charles Rist (translated by R. Richards, William Smart). Published by Good Press. Good Press publishes a wide range of titles that encompasses every genre. From well-known classics & literary fiction and non-fiction to forgotten—or yet undiscovered gems—of world literature, we issue the books that need to be read. Each Good Press edition has been meticulously edited and formatted to boost readability for all e-readers and devices. Our goal is to produce eBooks that are user-friendly and accessible to everyone in a high-quality digital format.
The Constitution of the Post-Economic State

Vladislav L. Inozemtsev

2019-07-30

First published in 1998, this author illustrates clearly how, on the threshold of the new millennium, the world is entering a post-economic era. On the basis of a comprehensive analysis of modern socio-economic trends, the author brings forward a new paradigm for understanding contemporary economic processes that change the substance of our civilization.

Système national d'Économie politique, ...

traduit de l'allemand par H. Richelot, ...

avec deux préfaces, une notice biographique et des notes par le traducteur

Georg Friedrich LIST

1857

Goethe and Saint-Simon

Anna Essinger

1917

French Socialists Before Marx

Pamela Pilbeam

2000-11-17

How to put socialism into practice was as fundamental a concern for nineteenth-century socialists as it has been for their successors. In French Socialists before Marx Pamela Pilbeam explores the development of and changes in socialist ideas, revealing how the Fourierists of the 1830s and 1840s changed Fourier's ideas on the family and sexuality, preferring public works programs to model communities. She focuses on the practical contributions of early socialists, including the efforts of working women to run schools, worker associations, and newspapers.

God and the Knowledge of Reality

Thomas Steven Molnar

1993-01-01

Written simply yet comprehensively, Molnar's analysis of the history of philosophy and false mysticism leads him to conclude that a return to a modern realism will save the philosophical enterprise from a series of epistemological and societal absolutes that are embodied in contemporary rationalism and mysticism alike. Molnar
divided the philosophical systems into two groups according to their vision of God, and consequently of reality.

**The French Revolution and Modern French Socialism** Jessica Blanche Peixotto 1901

**Sketches of the Nineteenth Century** M. Lauster 2007-05-02 This book discusses the visual

and verbal city sketches which proliferated during the 'journalistic revolution' of the 1830s and 1840s. It shows how sketches transformed models of visual and printed media and of life science into a unique kind of sociology, presenting a self-critique of the middle class on the brink of industrial modernity.